HSV MODEL minimum phase model of a hypersonic vehicle is developed.
The model to be controlled in this case is given by
The control problem is difficult due to the locations of the plant poles and zeros. For an unstable system, feedback is x = Ax+Bu required to stabilize the plant. However . More specifically, the state-space matrices, derived from low frequency control is desired and a rule of thumb is that the a nonlinear model [1] , are closed-loop bandwidth must be less than one-half the righthalfplane zero location. A right-half plane zero located in the region of the desired gain-crossover frequency makes it impossible to achieve the desired level of tracking performance.
A 
in this case, the expression between the desired and actual Thus, exact decoupling is not achieved. In order to achieve controlled variables becomes (Eq. 45) decoupling, it is necessary to add another term to cancel the effectsofvk,k =1,2, ,p: k 7z4p. Hence, modify Eq. 34 to the following: So, as desired, the system is now decoupled, however, the vi=Ydesi + kit(HP + E UJIS (38) right-half plane zero is still present. This is the penalty for a , 3+A t nonminimum phase plant. . RESULTS Actual and Waal~Responses
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